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EWJ6663S	–	Backlit	film	Water	resistant	213	mic.	Frontside	print.

EWJ6663S is a translucent, front-print Backlit film, Matt type and directly 
on the surface. It delivers an excellent color and high intensity of illumi-
nation effect with Dye/ Pigment/ Solvent/ Latex ink. Specially, brilliant 
advertising with illuminated signs. It is widely used at trade shows and 
exhibitions and very suitable for any type of signs with illumination indoor 
and outdoor use.
 
Product PET Backlit Film 270 gr. / 213 mic.
  Matt Transparent. 
  
Film 213 micron.
	 	 Transparent	PET	film.
 
Finish Matt.

Recommended use - Outdoor/Indoor signs.
  - Illuminated showcases.
  - Display exhibitions.
  - Wide color display with light.
  - City billboards.
  - Subway billboards.
  - Available any kinds of illuminated display.

Features:  - Excellent printability and handling on  
   selected printers.
	 	 -	Stout	backlit	film	(for	illumination).
  - Front Print.
  - Tear resistant.
  - Good colors.
  - Can be cold laminated.

L ES S 213 mic M+T
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